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ABSTRACT

We have already developed a speech analysis method
based on the Glottal-ARMAX (Auto Regressive and Mov-
ing Average eXogenous) model, in which the speech pro-
duction model is supposed to be an ARMAX vocal tract
model and two kinds of excitation: glottal source model
excitation and white Gaussian. The speech analysis method
based on the Glottal-ARMAX model can estimate the
glottal source and ARMAX model parameters simultane-
ously with pitch synchronous. In this paper, a subband
processing with QMF �lterbank or Haar �lterbank is in-
troduced to the Glottal-ARMAX method in order to re-
duce the computation. The introduction makes it possible
to reduce computation since the orders of ARMAX identi-
�cation can be set smaller than that of fullband analysis.
The introduction also enables to improve an estimation
accuracy of the glottal source model parameters owing to
the improved resolution in the frequency domain.

1. INTRODUCTION

Accurate source/�lter separation for voiced speech is
one of goals of speech researches as well as one of dreams
of speech researchers. Several researches aiming the sep-
aration have been attempted since 1970's[1][2][3][4][5][6].
If the separation will be possible, it will make a huge con-
tribution to a research on speech production as a speech
analysis tool. Moreover, it will also enable to improve
the speech quality and intelligibility on speech synthesis,
and it will also enable to reduce bit rate as well as to
introduce an additional function such as pitch-control or
duration-control on low bit rate speech coding.

The separation methods can be classi�ed into the fol-
lowing two approaches. One is so called \glottal-inverse-
�ltering"[1][2][3] and the other is a simultaneous estima-
tion of glottal source and vocal tract parameters. In the
latter approach, several speech analysis methods have al-
ready been proposed[4][5][6]. In these methods, speech
production is modeled by an AR or ARMAX vocal tract
�lter with the driving excitation of a parametric glottal
source model, which is called GARMA model or ARX
model. It has been reported that a leaky noise due to im-
perfect closure of glottis is contained in voiced source of
male speech besides child and female speech [7]. Accord-
ingly, in order to represent speech production model more

accurately and more generally, we introduced Glottal-
ARMAX (Auto Regressive andMoving Average eXogenous)
model and proposed speech analysis method based on the
Glottal-ARMAX model[8]. The Glottal-ARMAX model
provides an ARMAX vocal tract �lter and two kinds of
excitation: glottal model excitation and white Gaussian.
In the Glottal-ARMAX method, the modi�ed version of
MIS[9] method is adopted as an ARMAX model identi-
�cation and hybrid approach of genetic algorithm (GA)
and simulated annealing (SA) is employed to solve the
joint optimization problem to estimate simultaneously the
glottal source and ARMAX model parameters.

In this paper, the subband processing using QMF �l-
terbank and Haar �lterbank[10] is introduced to reduce
computational e�ort as well as to improve the accuracy
of parameter estimation due to the improved resolution
in the frequency domain. The experiments with ARMAX
synthetic signals and natural speechwill be conducted and
the e�ciency of introducing a subband processing will be
demonstrated and how the computational amount can be
reduced will be shown.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the
fullband Glottal-ARMAX method is briey explained. In
section 3, the subband Glottal-ARMAX method is ex-
plained. In section 4, the experiments with synthetic sig-
nals and natural speech are shown.

2. GLOTTAL-ARMAX ANALYSIS

2.1 GLOTTAL-ARMAX Model

The Glottal-ARMAX model is shown in Fig.1 and
Eq.(1).

y(k) = h(k)T p(k) + u(k) + g(k)

p(k)T = [a(k; 1); :::; a(k; l); b(k; 1); :::;

b(k;m); c(k; 1); :::; c(k; n)]

h(k)T = [�y(k � 1); :::;�y(k � l); u(k � 1); :::;

u(k �m); g(k � 1); :::; g(k � n)] (1)

where y(k), u(k), g(k), and e(k) denote an observed
speech signal, an unknown white Gaussian, unknown glot-
tal excitation, and an equation error at time k, respec-
tively; and a(k; i), b(k; i), and c(k; i) are i-th order time-
varying AR, MA and X coe�cients at time k. l;m; n are
the corresponding �lter orders and T denotes transpose.
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In Fig.1, the MA model whose input is glottal excita-
tion, C(z), is called an eXogenous model (X-model) since
glottal excitation can be regarded as an eXogenous input
(X-input).
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Fig.1 A Glottal-ARMAX model

2.2. ARMAX Model Identi�cation

In order to realize the ARMAX model identi�cation, MIS
method[9] is applied to the ARMAX identi�cation with an
assumed X-input and an unknown white Gaussian. The
block diagram of this identi�cation is shown in Fig.2. In
the identi�cation, the ARMAX parameters are estimated
so as to minimize the sum of equation errors de�ned as
Eq.(2), which is based on equation error formulation.

E(z) =
1

2�j

I
jzj=1

jY (z)Â(z)� B̂(z)Û(z)� Ĉ(z)Ĝ(z)j2
dz

z

(2)

H(k)T = [�y(k � 1); :::;�y(k � l); û(k� 1); :::;

û(k�m); ĝ(k � 1); :::; ĝ(k � n)]

p̂(k)T = [â(k; 1); :::; â(k; l); b̂(k; 1); :::;

b̂(k;m); ĉ(k; 1); :::; ĉ(k; n)]

ŷ(k) = H(k)T p̂(k) + û(k) + ĝ(k)

�(kjk � 1) = y(k)�H(k)T p̂(kjk � 1) � ĝ(k)

p̂(kjk � 1) = p̂(k� 1)

F (kjk � 1) = F (k � 1)

R(k) =
F (kjk � 1)H(k)

�(k � 1) +H(k)TF (kjk � 1)H(k)

p̂(k) = p̂(kjk � 1) + R(k)�(kjk � 1)

F (k) =
F (kjk � 1) � R(k)H(k)TF (kjk � 1)

�(k � 1)

û(k) =
�(kjk � 1)

1 +H(k)TF (kjk � 1)H(k)=�(k � 1)

e(k) = y(k)�H(k)T p̂(k)� ĝ(k)

(3)
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Fig.2 Block diagram of Glottal-ARMAX
identi�cation

2.3 Glottal Source Analysis

Several parametric glottal source models have already been
proposed, e.g., FL-model[5], Rosenberg-Klatt model[11],
LF-model[12]. In this paper, the Rosenberg-Klatt model
abbreviated as RK-model[11] is adopted to generate dif-
ferentiated glottal source excitation. The RK-model con-
sists of four parameters: pitch period (T0), amplitude pa-
rameter (AV ), open quotient parameter (OQ), and spec-
tral tilt parameter (TL). The Glottal-ARMAX method
estimates the RK-model parameters of AV , OQ, and TL,
while T0 is determined in advance. A simultaneous esti-
mation of both the glottal and vocal tract model param-
eters is formulated in the framework of a non-linear joint
optimization problem. We have adopted an optimiza-
tion approach based on a hybrid approach of the genetic
algorithm (GA) and simulated annealing (SA) to solve
the problem with less computation. GA is a populated
search algorithm that simulates each individual progress
process in one species using simple modeling of selection,
crossover, and mutation. In the Glottal-ARMAXmethod,
the individual (chromosome) is regarded as the glottal
model excitation and its genes are regarded as the RK-
model parameters (AV ,OQ,TL) with oating point preci-
sion. It is well known that although the GA method pro-
vides better performance of an exploration (global range)
search, the performance of an exploitation (local range)
search is poor. Hence, the SA method is combined with
the GA method to realize more accurate search. This
is called a hybrid approach of GA and SA. In the hy-
brid approach, the GA method is employed to realize the
exploration search, and the SA method with the only op-
timal individual that gives an optimal �tness is employed
to realize the exploitation search. The procedure of the
glottal source parameter estimation is described in Fig.3.

  Individual3 . . .   Individual2 Individual1

Selection

One-point
crossover

Mutation

Initialize AV OQ  TL AV OQ  TL AV OQ  TL

Mutation

AV OQ  TL

Crossover

AV OQ  TL AV OQ  TL

AV OQ  TL AV OQ  TL AV OQ  TL

AV OQ  TL

AV OQ  TL AV OQ  TLAV OQ  TL

AV OQ  TL AV OQ  TL

Optimal   individual

SA

ARMAX Identification and Fitness is calculated

Fig.3 Block diagram of hybrid search

(Step0) Initialize the genes of each individual. In order
to obtain the optimal solution in less iterations, one indi-
vidual genes are set to those of the optimal individual at
the previous pitch period
(Step1) In each generation, ARMAX identi�cation using
Eq.(3) with the glottal source excitation corresponding to
the genes of each individual is carried out, and then the



�tness de�ned as Eq.(4) is calculated.
(Step2) The exploitation search is carried out by the SA
method with the genes of the optimal individual that gives
optimal �tness.
(Step3) If the procedure has been operated in a pre-
determined number of generations, i.e., generation num-
ber, quit the procedure.
(Step4)The GA operations (selection, one-point crossover
and mutation) are carried out.
(Step5) Return to Step1 (to next generation).

E =
1

T0

T0�1X
k=0

e(k)2 (4)

2.4 Flow Of The Analysis

The ow of the fullband Glottal-ARMAX analysis is shown
as follows:
(1:pitch analysis) Pitch period (T0) is estimated.
(2:basic position estimation) The negative peak po-
sition of glottal source excitation (PP ) is determined by
the negative peak of di�erential LPC residuals. The LPC
residuals are calculated by �ltering the observed speech
with 20-order LPC �lter estimated by using di�erential
observed speech. One pitch length of speech signals are
extracted by PP and T0.
(3:Glottal-ARMAX analysis) The simultaneous esti-
mation between both model parameters is carried out by
the ARMAX identi�cation and hybrid search.

3. SUBBAND ANALYSIS

3.1 Subband Processing

Merits and e�ects of introducing a subband process-
ing are as follows:
(1)A subband processing can reduce the computation.
The ARMAX model identi�cation realized by Eq.(3) re-
quires computation of orders for a square of the model
order, i.e., (l + m + n)2. Hence, the hybrid search be-
tween the glottal source and ARMAX model parameters
requires computation of orders for (l +m+ n)2� (search
number) of both the GA and SA, which means a large
amount of computation. A subband processing enables
to reduce the computation since an analysis order can be
reduced to be smaller than that of fullband processing
owing to the narrower bandwidth. Moreover, number of
signal samples is reduced by the decimation.
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Fig.4 Block diagram of subband analysis
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As a result, the computational requirement can be sig-
ni�cantly reduced by introducing a subband processing.
(2)Owing to the high-resolution in the spectrum domain,
glottal source parameters which provide close connection
with the local spectrum can be more accurately estimated.
(3)The pre-processing such as pre-emphasis does not need
to be operated.

The block diagram of the subband Glottal-ARMAX
method is shown in Fig.4. In Fig.4, H0 and H1 mean an-
alyzer �lter for lower band and upper band, respectively.
The both observed speech signals and glottal excitation
are divided into two bands and the both signals for each
band are decimated by a factor of two. By using the both
decimated signals, the Glottal-ARMAX analysis is car-
ried out for each band. The criterion de�ned by Eq.(4)
is calculated for each band and the summension of the
criterion for both bands, i.e. E0 + E1, is used as a cri-
terion of the hybrid search. Since the Glottal-ARMAX
analysis is based on a minimization of the equation er-
rors in the time domain, the phase characteristics have to
be maintained in the subband processing. So that, the
�lterbank requires linear phase response. Therefore, we
introduce QMF �lterbank and Haar �lterbank [10]. The
glottal source parameter that inuences the local spectral
features, viz. OQ, can be estimated more accurately since
the introduction of subband processing can improve the
resolution in the frequency domain. However, owing to
aliasing and so on, the amplitude parameter AV can not
be estimated accurately. Inevitably, after determining the
glottal source parameters with subband processing, AV
is searched again by fullband processing with only SA
search. In addition, if accurate OQ is determined, we can
obtain the accurate position of the glottal source excita-
tion. Before the �nal determination of AV , the accurate
position is determined by fullband processing using the
determined glottal parameters by the subband analysis.

3.2 Flow Of The Subband Analysis

The ow of the subband Glottal-ARMAX analysis is as
follows:
(1:pitch analysis) Same as in fullband analysis.
(2:basic position estimation) Same as in fullband anal-
ysis.
Note that 1 and 2 are realized by fullband analysis.



(3:Subband Glottal-ARMAX analysis) The simulta-
neous estimation of both model parameters is carried out
with both the band-limited and decimated speech signals
and glottal excitation by the ARMAX identi�cation and
hybrid search.
(4:re-determination of PP ) By using the RK-model
parameter determined in 3, more accurate PP is deter-
mined by the fullband Glottal-ARMAX analysis based on
the position of PP � 2,PP � 1,PP + 1,PP + 2.
(5:re-search of AV ) AV is searched by fullband anal-
ysis with SA by using the determined parameters, OQ,
TL, and PP .

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experiments For Synthetic Signals

Testing synthetic signals are �ve Glottal-ARMAXmodel
signals which provide typical AR features of Japanese �ve
vowels and the additional MA and X features described
in Table 1. The two kinds of excitation are also shown
in Table 1. The glottal excitation is generated by RK-
model and the parameters gradually vary pitch by pitch as
shown in Table 1. The (0,10) white Gaussian is relatively
small to glottal source excitation. In order to evaluate the
proposed subband Glottal-ARMAX analysis and to eval-
uate the performance depended on a �lterbank, several
evaluations as shown in Table 2 were conducted. Four
linear phase response �lterbanks were adopted and the
di�erence among using only lower band, using only upper
band, and using both bands were examined. Moreover,
the fullband analysis were also carried out to compare the
performance with those of the subband analyses. Fig.5
shows the lower band's frequency response of the four
�lterbanks, in which solid line, dotted line, dashed and
dotted line, and dashed line mean the response of Haar
�lterbank, QMF8, QMF32, and QMF64, respectively. In
Fig.5, X-axis means the normalized frequency from 0 to �.
Needless to say, the response of upper band is symmetry
of that of lower band. Analysis conditions were as fol-
lows: In ARMAX identi�cation, F (�1) = 100I (Identity
matrix), p̂(�1) = 0 (zero vector), �(k) = 0:995. Analysis
order was (AR,MA,X) = (6,4,4) for all bands in subband
analysis and (AR,MA,X) = (14,8,8) in fullband analysis.
The pre-emphasis operation using di�erencing �lter was
introduced only in fullband analysis. In GA operation,
population number, generation number, crossover rate,
and mutation rate were 6, 3, 0.7, and 0.01, respectively.
TL was �xed at 10[dB] in the experiment.

The objective evaluation for all conditions were con-
ducted by means of SNR of the ARX resynthetic speech
to input synthetic signal and SNR of estimated glottal
excitation ĝ(k) to original glottal excitation. In addition,
computational ratio for all conditions were examined. The
SNRs and computational ratios for condition 1 to 8 de-
noted in Table 2 are shown in Fig.6. In Fig.6, X-axis
means condition 1 to 8. Left bar of each condition is
average SNR of glottal excitation. Center bar of each
condition is average SNR of synthetic signal. Right bar
of each condition is the computational ratio based on the
condition 5. Y-axis in left side means the SNR. Y-axis in
right side means the computational ratio. The results of
condition 1 to 4 indicate that the degree of dependence on

�lterbank is not so large. Hence, we can select Haar �l-
terbank since Haar �lterbank is the simplest �lterbank in
terms of computation, delay, and memory requirement.
According to the results for condition 4, 5, and 6, the
analysis using only lower band H0 can achieve the ac-
curate estimation although the analysis using only upper
band H1 results in the degradation. The reason why the
only lower band analysis can realize a good estimation
is that the glottal excitation provides most of important
information in the low frequency region. Regarding with
computation, only lower band analysis provides advan-
tage over the subband analysis using both bands and full-
band analysis. By taking these facts into consideration,
the only lower band analysis with Haar �lterbank can be
adopted. Fig.7 and 8 show the analysis results of the syn-
thetic signal /e/ and /o/, respectively, with the condition
5. Fig.7 and 8 demonstrate that the accurate glottal ex-
citation and synthetic speech are obtained.

Table 1 Synthetic Signals
RK-model parameters

T 0 100,102,104,...[sample]
AV 100,120,140,...
OQ 0.5,0.525,0.55,0.575,...
TL 10[dB]

White Gaussian
Mean 0 Variance 10

ARMAX �lter Frequency/Bandwidth[Hz]
Nasalized vowel /a/
AR MA X

No.1 800/50 2000/50 1000/50
No.2 1200/60 2700/50 3400/50
No.3 2300/100 - -
No.4 3200/100 - -
No.5 3800/120 - -

Nasalized vowel /i/
AR MA X

No.1 400/80 1500/50 700/50
No.2 1000/60 3400/50 2500/50
No.3 2000/50 - -
No.4 3000/70 - -
No.5 3800/100 - -

Nasalized vowel /u/
AR MA X

No.1 300/100 900/50 1850/50
No.2 1500/60 2900/50 -
No.3 2200/300 - -
No.4 3600/150 - -

Nasalized vowel /e/
AR MA X

No.1 600/70 1200/50 2300/50
No.2 1800/50 3300/50 -
No.3 2800/90 - -
No.4 3800/100 - -

Nasalized vowel /o/
AR MA X

No.1 600/100 800/50 1700/50
No.2 1000/100 2700/50 3400/50
No.3 2400/100 - -
No.4 3000/100 - -
No.5 3800/100 - -
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Fig.7 Analysis results for synthetic speech /e/
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Fig.8 Analysis results for synthetic speech /o/

Table 2 Analysis conditions
Condition1 QMF64 QMF �lterbank (64 order)
Condition2 QMF32 QMF �lterbank (32 order)
Condition3 QMF8 QMF �lterbank ( 8 order)
Condition4 Haar1 Haar basis, H0 +H1
Condition5 Haar2 Haar basis, Only H0
Condition6 Haar3 Haar basis, Only H1
Condition7 Full3 Full-band analysis based on

PP � 1,PP ,PP + 1
Condition8 Full1 Full-band analysis based on

only PP
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4.2 Experiments For Natural Speech

Fig.9 shows the analysis results for natural speech
signal. The natural signal is 12[KHz] sampled Japanese
vowel /ie/ whose speaker is Japanese adult male speaker.
Analysis conditions are as follows: Filterbank is Haar �l-
terbank. Analysis order is (AR,MA,X)=(6,0,4) for all
bands in subband analysis, and (AR,MA,X)=(10,6,6) in
fullband analysis. The other conditions are the same as
in 4.1. Fig.9 (a) is input speech waveform /ie/, Fig.9
(b) and (c) denote the estimated glottal excitation us-
ing only lower band and the excitation using both bands,



respectively. Fig.9 indicates that a stable estimation of
the parameter OQ is realized. However, the estimation
accuracy of AV is not su�cient. The reason is that the
model error is serious in natural speech and the position
of glottal excitation can not be aligned su�ciently with
an integer sampled position.
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(b) Estimated glottal source excitation ĝ(k) with only
H0
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(c) Estimated glottal source excitation ĝ(k) with
H0 +H1

Fig.9 Analysis results for natural speech /ie/

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have applied 2-CH subband processing to the full-
band Glottal-ARMAX speech analysis in order to reduce
computation as well as to improve the estimation accu-
racy of the glottal source parameters. The subband anal-
ysis results in robustness for a OQ estimation owing to the
improved resolution in the frequency domain. It also en-
ables to reduce computation e�ectively. The experimental
results indicate that Haar �lterbank with only lower band
can realize a good estimation. Consequently, the subband
Glottal-ARMAX analysis can be realized by using only
lower band with Haar �lterbank.

There are many meaningless ARMAX model identi�-
cations in the hybrid search. Reduction of the computa-
tion by avoiding non-fruitful searches[13] is future study.
In addition, it should to be noted that the prediction er-
rors of the Glottal-ARMAX model as well as ARX model
sometimes turn to be non-Gaussian nature whose outliers
provide heavy-tail owing to unsuitable position of glot-
tal excitation. The introduction of robust algorithm, e.g.
[14], which assumes the prediction errors to be mixture
Gaussian distribution, and the introduction of non-integer

sample alignment using oating point sample resolution
with poly-phase �ltering[15] are future studies.
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